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Pole Walking
Can Be Game Changing
by Carol Graham

B

arbara Perry discovered pole
walking 6,000 miles from home.

“My irst experience with
poles was during a hike to
see endangered monkeys in China,”
Perry says. “I was lent a pole for the
trip back down the mountain. It made
a huge difference in my ability to move
comfortably and quickly.”
Yet it wasn’t until she had the
opportunity to see Machu Picchu that
Perry decided to take a pole-walking
class.
“An upcoming trip to Peru was a
special impetus to take Jayah’s class,”
says the 70 year old. “I couldn’t have
been happier with what I gained
from her teaching. What a wonderful,
enthusiastic and friendly instructor Jayah
is! I’ve recommended her class to friends,
many who are experienced pole hikers,
and I’m sure they all learned tips and
tricks from her.”
Jayah Faye Paley is a Bay Area
itness and wellness educator, with
certi ication from the Athletics and
Fitness Association of America (AFAA)
and American Council on Exercise (ACE).
“Learning how to use poles for
mobility, walking and hiking is game
changing,” Paley says. “It enables and
empowers people to be outside - getting
whole-body exercise and connecting
with their buddies. We live in one of the
most beautiful places on the planet with
parks everywhere we look. Why be stuck
in a gym when the outdoors awaits?”

Jayah Faye Paley

For 10 years, Paley has been
partnering with the East Bay Regional
Park District (EBRPD) to offer an array of
year-round pole-walking classes.
“EBRPD is the largest park district
in the nation, and I am deeply honored
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to be associated with them,” says the
Paci ica resident. “Every two months,
they publish Regional in Nature, a
magazine listing activities that enable
people to enjoy their parks, and I have
my very own section. The parks I choose
for mobility classes have beautiful inside
spaces and lovely, gentle walks. The parks
I choose for hiking classes are seasonal:
Black Diamond Mines and Sunol in the
springtime, and redwood parks in the
summer.”
Classes range from Poles for Balance
and Maintaining Mobility to Skills and
Technique Plus Hike (usually 3-5 miles,
with varying terrain for different skill
levels). Class costs range from $24 to $61.
Poles are provided.
“In classes, there’s positive learning
energy and camaraderie with others,”
Paley says. “There’s a dynamic low of
info that goes both ways. I run a tight ship
because I have a lot of info to impart, but
I want everyone to feel empowered with
new skills. People who have used poles
for years feel better in their bodies, and
people who have never used poles have
new skills to practice.”

Jayah Faye Paley
and Bob Haxo

The bene its of pole walking are
legion: reducing stress on knees and
hips; building muscle and upper body
strength; improving balance and
endurance; preventing falls; decreasing
weight; increasing energy; and boosting
con idence, sociability and a sense of
adventure.
“When I irst met one woman, she
couldn’t step off a curb. Within a year
she was hiking on easy trails in her local
park,” Paley says. “I’m deeply moved
when participants tell me they are
inspired. I’m also touched when I get
people repeating classes. That happens a
lot, and every class is different.”
Pole walking, also called Nordic
walking, began in Finland to train offseason skiers who, unsurprisingly, used
their one-piece ski poles for ski walking
and hill bounding. By the late 1970s, the
bene its of pole walking had caught the
attention of not only athletes, but also
non-athletes interested in maintaining
mobility and improving physical itness.
“I took up Nordic pole walking 10
years ago after reading about how
popular it was in Europe,” says Sue
Carman, 68. “It interested me because
of its health bene its. I have ‘old’ knees
and hips, and I’ve been able to keep them

Pole dancer

more than functional; they don’t give
me any problems. I am a solo walker,
and enjoy listening to music to match
my pace. I love walking on the Iron
Horse Trail for its beauty and perfect
pole-walking surface. There is nothing
like moving your body through space to

wonderful music, getting your nature ix,
then ending with a mediation session on
a bench along the trail.”
Compared with regular walking, pole
walking involves applying force to the
poles with each stride, promoting upperbody strength and full-body health.
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“Although I’d been an avid hiker
and outdoors person since my 20s, I
developed severe arthritic problems in
both knees, which were going to need
replacing,” says Marlene Furman, 76.
“Because hiking became painful, I hiked
less and less. My leg muscles became
substantially weaker and I had problems
with my balance.”
After taking group and private polewalking classes with Paley, Furman’s legs
became stronger, her balance improved
and she no longer felt disabled.
“I became physically it,” she says.
“Whenever I pull out my poles, I always
have a big smile on my face. With walking
poles, whether we’re sturdy hikers or just
like to walk a bit, we can be more ef icient
and happy hikers. Walking poles have
made a big difference in my life. They are
important for people who want to remain
active and independent.
“In all honesty, the most important

Bob Haxo
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reason for my success was Jayah’s
excellent pole instruction,” she adds.
“Without her assistance, the poles would
have been substantially less helpful,
perhaps quickly gathering dust in a
corner of my closet. It is wonderful to be
able to continue to enjoy hiking.”
By the late 1980s, special poles were
being developed and marketed for pole
walking, and today they are strong but
lightweight, feature a range of grips and
wrist-straps, and have removable rubber
tips for use on hard surfaces and metal
tips for use on trails, sand or ice.
“I bought a collapsible set to it in my
carryon,” says Laurie Ferris, 50, of the
telescoping poles that are ideal for travel.
“They helped me walk two Camino
de Santiago pilgrimages in Portugal
and Spain, and have saved my knees,
especially on steep downhill sections. The
poles were awkward at irst, having never
used them, but after taking Jayah’s class, I
learned how to hold and use them.”
For Paley, a 20-year pole walker, those
words are music to the ears.

“Bi-lateral stability feels good,” she
says. “Often people who need stability
the most take to poles almost instantly.
It’s like their bodies sigh in relief at the
instant bi-lateral stability.”
This year, after numerous requests for
longer sessions, Paley is offering her irstever pole-walking retreat at Point Reyes
from April 13-15. It costs $265-$285.
“This is a three-day opportunity to
immerse oneself in the magic of Point
Reyes while experiencing a variety of
health, wellness and exercise options,”
Paley says. “People who love to travel will
gain skills to keep them enjoying their
adventures.
“Poles are almost a status symbol in
Europe. Just because many Americans
have not quite caught on to this itness
craze, don’t let that stop you from trying
something new,” she adds. “When you feel
the power of pole walking, it feels like
you’re lying.”
To learn more, visit polesformobility.
com, and ebparks.org.

